English Language Requirement Form for Exchange Students
- form must be signed by the student and the responsible person at the partner university
- to be enclosed to the application form to become an exchange student

A good standard of English is required to become an exchange student at the University of Southern Denmark because teaching typically involves student participation, class discussion, project work and student presentations. It means that you must have a command of the English language equivalent of the IELTS score of 6.5 or the TOEFL score of 88. We ask you and your home university to document your English skills through this language requirement form which in words describes the required English level.

To follow courses offered in English, your English skills must as a minimum compare to the below description:

You must:
- understand general and academic topics presented in English orally and in writing
- master a varied vocabulary which enables you to participate in conversations and discussions in English
- be able to account for contents and viewpoints in different types of English texts
- articulate yours viewpoints in English both orally and in writing
- be able to give a detailed, coherent oral and written account of a known topic in fluent and primarily correct English

To be signed by the student:

I hereby confirm that:
- ☐ I have the above described English skills.
- ☐ I do NOT have the above described English skills

Name of student:

Date  Signature:

To be signed by the partner university:

☐ We hereby confirm that our student has the above described English skills.
☐ We hereby confirm that our student does NOT have the above described English skills.

Name of signatory:

Title of signatory:

Email of signatory:

Name of partner institution:

Date  Signature:

Stamp: